Introduction
In his private diary, kept between 1931 and 1937 , Petru Comarnescu (1994 points out why the title America văzută de un tânăr de azi (America as seen by a young man of today, my translation) was the most appropriate choice for his American travelogue. While sketching up his own psychological portrait, Comarnescu confesses that his major fears -of growing old both in body and in spirit and his apprehension of being stuck in conventions and routines -triggered his continuous struggle against frozen judgments, his never-ending quest for youth and the desire to remain forever young. Therefore, Youth could act as the main key for understanding both Comarnescu's character and his American journal, which was published in March 1934.
The Romanian intellectual's piece of travel writing reveals both an Eastern European's perspective on the American culture and society and an erudite look at the Los Angeles of the late 1920s and the beginning of the 30s. However, a few days before his travel book was published and while in a state of unhappiness, Petru Comarnescu (1994:113) discloses -again, in his private diary -his crushing fears of becoming mediocre, of turning into a skeptic and a failure, but most of all of growing old as he genuinely believes his inner power resides in his youth.
The themes visited in Comarnescu's diary are territory familiar to most travelers, exiles or writers of the City of Angels: the urban sprawl, the paradoxical centerless city, the chimerical Hollywood and the movies, the religious fervor, the car culture, and grand expectations turned to illusions and sheer disappointment. And no identity except a 'poly-identity' suitable for whatever you project onto it, a faceless place… blurred into one."
Although Kathryn Bigelow's remark easily falls in the category of usual clichés voiced about Los Angeles, her hackneyed words could also stand as a reminder of the difficulties experienced when advertising a place in search of an identity. Whenever the history of Los Angeles seemed scant or unmarketable, the city boosters (those of the 1920s included) unfailingly and unscrupulously manufactured and sold a historical past, firstly embellished, and then neatly packaged and delivered to hordes of incoming tourists and immigrants. And more often than not, the illusions sold ruined their dreamers.
Seen as a space of heterogeneity and amalgamation and as a mixture of architectural styles, the city of Los Angeles permanently disconcerts both the ordinary visitor and the more informed traveler. The opening to Comarnescu's fourth chapter of his American journal reveals precisely the diarist's disappointment at his first ride through Los Angeles. To the Eastern European visitor, the city in front of his eyes appears to be nothing but "a last -hour improvisation" (Comarnescu 1974:212, my translation) . However, this is a recurrent motif found in the works of most travelers, exiles or writers on Los Angeles. In his major study upon Los Angeles in fiction, David Fine (2004:ix) points out that the foremost characteristic of the metropolis -the lack of a centre and the urban sprawl -made the first writers who arrived in L.A. believe exactly the same, that they were standing in front of a chimera:
First, in its low-density horizontal spread across a vast basin the city simply did not look like a city to the arriving writers -not like New York, Chicago, or San Francisco. It was a city that appeared to have no center and hence no periphery. It rambled on and on across a landscape that spread from mountain to ocean.
Its pastiche of architectural styles, moreover, simulacra of every manner on architectural history, gave it the appearance of what the historian Carey McWilliams called "a giant improvisation". It seemed to the newly arrived writers like an "unreal" city -and was represented as such in their fiction -a fragile and temporary place that could be torn down at any moment if it didn't collapse first in an earthquake.
Therefore, the "last-hour improvisation" feeling experienced by Julian, "the Great Gatsby of Los Angeles", was the perfect embodiment of all the recklessness and wildness of the Flapper Era and of the American dream, which takes its dreamer along when it goes bust.
He was the talk of the town. An instant legend. Once he gave a cab driver a $ 1,500 tip and another time threw a party that cost him $ 25,000. He gave a Cadillac to a woman he met in a night club and once raised $ 1.5 million in just a few hours on Spring Street. Then there was the fight with Charlie Chaplin at a Hollywood night spot. And the time he barricaded himself in a room at a Los Angeles hotel against process servers, driving them off with a gun. Julian maintained four homes in Los Angeles, and had apartments in New York and Oklahoma City. He vigorously denounced bankers, calling them 'crooks, con men, and pawnbrokers'. He was Los Angeles' version of the Great Gatsby as he might have been played by James
Cagney. (Demarco 1988:116) The female counterpart of CC Julian -in showmanship, power, and destiny -was Sister Although I heard her speak many times, at the Temple and on the radio, I never heard her attack any individual or any group and I am thoroughly convinced that her followers always felt that they had received full value in exchange for their liberal donations. She made migrants feel at home in Los Angeles, she gave them a chance to meet other people, and she exorcised the nameless fears which so many of them had acquired from the fire-and-brimstone theology of the Middle West.
The religious fervor of the late 20s in Los Angeles was not the only significant detail that caught Petru Comarnescu's attention, whose vast interests in fields such as sociology, psychology, or the history of art turn him into a keen observer who deftly illuminates diverse facets of the American culture and society.
The Eastern European diarist (Comarnescu 1974:214, 218, 280) One more comparison between Europe and the US is employed when discussing the topic of movies. Comarnescu (1974:225) deems that while the Europeans select for their movies only exceptional individuals and those artists who usually stand out in a crowd through their extraordinary beauty, peculiarities, and oddities or through their superiority, the Americans -just like the Greek sculptors of old -go for the ordinary. Therefore, while the American spectators identify themselves with their stars, whom they perceive as their alter ego, the European spectators see in their movie stars the element of difference (e.g. exotic beauties, geniuses, diabolical tragedians, etc.), and idols who are poles apart from them. The diarist concludes that the old continent is enamored with the extremes, and in a permanent quest for the abnormal, the original, the exceptional, while the New World loves the standard, the ordinary, the norm.
Although Petru Comarnescu confesses to not being an enthusiast for the Hollywood scene, he obtained inside information about the world of the movies from one visit to the studios, And just like Vera Călin (1997 Călin ( , 2004 However, the use of analogy in various American diaries (of exile or on travel writing) poses one thorny problem. In her study on nostalgia and the immigrant identity, which draws on Paul Ricoeur's concepts of idem and ipse, Andreea Deciu (2001:40) clearly shows that the pervasive use of analogies is both a risky means of argumentation -since the similarity and/ or the difference between the two objects can be challenged -and one which continuously feeds the nostalgia of the diarist and their idem identity, i.e. their "hard" self already shaped in the rhythms of the past and the mould of the world left behind.
Conclusion
Had Petru Comarnescu's American diary had another historical journey, I believe it would have been as popular and widely read as, for example, Ilf and Petrov's (2006) US travelogue from 1935. But Comarnescu's book followed the destiny of its author and the societal openness which marked the Romanian cultural scene between the two world wars came to a bitter end once the communist regime was installed.
While tracing the symbolical presence of the US in communist Romania, Bogdan Barbu (2006:115) discusses the unhappy destiny of Comarnescu's books which dealt with the American society and culture: they were pulled out from the bookstores or simply banned by The Iron Guard and later on by the communist regime, a testimony in itself for the closing of the Romanian mind.
Petru Comarnescu's continuous efforts to objectively depict US places and personalities turn him into a reliable diarist who can easily establish a bond with his readers so that writing up Los Angeles proves to be a two-edged endeavor which sheds light both on the Romanian intellectual and his native land, and on the city of Los Angeles.
